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FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR SECOND GENERATION WEALTH

WHY YOU ARE
UNIQUE
Second-generation wealth is the
result of sacrifice, success, and
stewardship of parents and family
members. It is the passing down of
the financial rewards from decades
of consistently making the next
best decision. So, in a nutshell,
second-generation wealth is a
direct result of discipline.
Discipline to do the work and
steward the success.
Why then is it estimated that 70%
of families lose their wealth by the
second generation and 90% will do
so by the third generation?
Contrary to the portrayal in mass
media, we do not subscribe to the
notion that it is due to entitlement
or lack of effort. In fact, most
second-generation clients we see
want nothing more than to be
good agents of the financial
rewards passed down to them. The
reason is the enormous learning
curve that comes with “sudden
wealth”.

The average individual works for
decades slowly building their
salary, spending habits, and net
worth. Their financial mistakes are
mere blips on the radar by the
time they reach peak earning years.
By that point, they have had
decades of personal experience
managing steady income.
Second-generation wealth faces
the unique hurdle of going from
modest income levels to facing the
complexities brought on by a
sudden windfall. The first emotion
is one of doubt. What can I afford?
How much is too much? How do I
enjoy and steward this wealth at
the same time? What financial
strategies should I consider
incorporating? On top of these
quantifiable questions come the
emotional questions. What is my
identity? What is important to me?
Does money bring satisfaction?
Our goal is to provide clarity to
those experiencing the roller
coaster of sudden wealth.
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5 QUESTIONS YOU
NEED TO ANSWER
1 - What can you afford?

Answering this question helps set you
up for success in your financial life. On
the surface, it seems quite simple. There
are countless articles, studies, and
opinions that help people make savvy
buying decisions ranging from the
mundane to dream houses.
Unfortunately, for sudden wealth, these
articles target the steady income
earners, not those navigating
accelerated financial arcs.
So, how do you decide what you can
afford? The key here is distinguishing
between what you can buy and what
you can afford. You might be thinking,
“What is the difference?” When you
purchase something, there is an initial
cost. This is what you can “buy”. After
the initial purchase, there are recurring
expenses that come with maintaining
that initial “buy”. A great example is a
new car. The “buy” part of that purchase
is the cost you pay the dealer. The
“afford” part of that purchase is the
maintenance, insurance, and taxes that
continue after that initial “buy”.

The “buy” and the “afford” are always
correlated in terms of price. The more
expensive car, house, or lifestyle you
“buy” the more expensive it is to afford.
The biggest financial hurdle secondgeneration wealth faces is accelerated
lifestyle creep. Lifestyle creep happens
when the “buy” starts to compound the
“afford”. It is significantly easier to plan
and execute on a well thought out
lifestyle than it is to reign in an out of
control one. Without strategic planning,
you can find yourself in over your head.
The most important ingredient in all of
this is discipline. Discipline to set up
guardrails early and stay between them.
These guardrails should be entrenched
to incorporate all the things important
to you. Your lifestyle, mission, and
values. By directing your resources, you
steer the ship and let the resources fuel
it.
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5 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
2 - How will you minimize
your tax burden?

It is not what you make, but what
you keep. For simplicity’s sake, we
are going to focus our advice on
those navigating generational
wealth that has been passed down.
While everyone’s situation is
unique, there are several boxes
that second-generation wealth
should consider.
Coordination among your
financial team: To ensure the best
possible outcomes, it is paramount
that your advisor is working in
coordination with your financial
team. Many deadlines occur within
the first 12 months of an
inheritance event. The time is now
to plan. Again, it is not about what
you make but what you keep. Your
advisor, CPA, and estate planning
attorney are building blocks of your
financial team and should be in
sync as to best plan for your future.

IT'S NOT
WHAT YOU
MAKE BUT
WHAT YOU
KEEP.
Maximizing estate structures: It
is likely at some point you will or
have been introduced to
intentionally defector grantor trusts
and family limited partnerships.
These are common estate planning
structures used in maximizing
value for the second generation.
Being educated around these
structures is key as the impacts of
where you draw assets from will
dramatically impact what you keep
and what you pay in taxes.
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5 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
2 - How will you minimize
your tax burden?
Utilize Philanthropy: Much of your
investment portfolio will now be in nonqualified accounts as opposed to qualified
accounts. Along with these investments
being taxable, there is a chance that you
have inherited the donor's cost basis. If
this is the case it needs to be properly
managed to maximize your charitable
contributions. This provides you the
opportunity to be strategic in terms of
your charitable giving. We recommend
gifting appreciated investments before
cash and, when appropriate, establishing
a Donor Advised Fund or Foundation.

Strategize around the cost basis: When
investments are passed down from one
generation to the next at death, they
receive a step-up in cost basis. This means
that if an initial investment was one dollar
and had grown to become worth one
hundred dollars by the time it was passed
down, the recipient receives that
investment at a cost basis of one hundred
dollars. This reset allows for the recipient
to either continue holding the investment
or sell the investment without any tax
implications. Strategizing around this step
up gives the recipient the option to
determine if the investment fits their
financial roadmap or if it is best to
liquidate it.
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5 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
3 - How much of your
portfolio will you put at risk?
The largest driver of investment returns
is determined by your asset allocation.*
Asset allocation is the percentage you
distribute to “offensive” assets (stocks)
versus “defensive” assets (bonds). The
larger percentage allocated to
offensive assets provides a higher
expected rate of return. The trade-off is
that the higher percentage allocated
to stocks, the wider the range of
potential outcomes.
Determining your asset allocation
requires a deep understanding of your
unique situation. It is a combination of
your willingness to take risks combined
with your need to take risks. Your
willingness to take risks is an inherently
personal decision. Your need to take
risks is a more quantifiable decision
based on your goals, both current and
for the future.

Putting a strategic plan in place
mitigates the desire to constantly
tweak. It allows you to tune out the
noise and stay disciplined. It is
important to revisit these allocations
should your willingness or need to
take risks change.

*According to the Brinson Study, over
90% of the variance of your return is
determined by your asset allocation.
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5 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
4- Should you allocate money
to avoid bad outcomes?

The simple answer is, “YES.”

Coming into a large sum of money is a
tremendous blessing, yet also a
tremendous responsibility. The chances
of you reaching your financial goals has
increased substantially. Your mission is
to keep the train on the tracks. Here are
three building blocks to ensuring you
protect your wealth:
Defensive Assets: You should position

a portion of your investment portfolio to
defensive assets such as cash, treasuries,
and bonds. The trade-off is a lower
expected rate of return. The benefit is
downside protection in a market
downturn.
Risk Management: Insurance is a tool

to solve a need. As someone with a
significant amount of assets, insurance
is a tool that should be utilized. The
trade-off is the cost of your insurance
premiums. The benefit is the protection
provided in the event of the
unexpected.

Estate Planning: A basic suite of estate
planning documents includes a trust,
power of attorney, and medical
directive. As your wealth builds, we
recommend utilizing more advanced
strategies to effectively protect your
wealth and privacy. The trade-off is the
time, energy, and effort that it takes to
implement these items. The benefit is
the protection, privacy, and tax
mitigation that they offer.

Remember, there is a level of
responsibility to steward this sudden
wealth sustainably. While there is cost,
negative expected value, and time that
go into the above items, do them
anyways. They are critical to protecting
your wealth.
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5 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
5 - What is your identity?

While each question explored up until
this point has a relatively quantifiable
answer, this one is more fluid. We all
seek meaning and purpose in our lives.
We seek the feeling of waking up in the
morning excited to go to work, finishing
that difficult task, and exploring all the
joys life brings.Society tells you that
money adds to that feeling of meaning
and purpose. It does not. Money is
merely a tool. A very important tool, but
just a tool.
As you navigate your financial windfall,
it is important to keep the main thing
the main thing. So, what is the main
thing? The main thing is you. Who you
are, what your passions are, and what is
important to you?The main thing is your
identity, not your bank account. There is
no car, house, or vacation that you will
purchase that provides the same level
of contentment as knowing who you
are. So, ask yourself, “what drives you?”

You have been blessed. Blessed
financially and blessed relationally.
Someone planned their succession
around making sure you were taken
care of. As you navigate your journey,
there will be countless financial
decisions to make, but remember to
keep those in perspective. Money is a
tool, nothing more and nothing less.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT ADVISOR WILL BE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT
FINANCIAL DECISION YOU MAKE. SO, HOW DO YOU CHOOSE?
01

02

03

FEE - ONLY

FIDUCIARY

FIT

FEE - ONLY
This means that your advisor receives his compensation by advising you and not selling you
products. In this structure, your advisor has no incentive to push a certain product or
investment. You want an advisor that partners with you on your journey. This alignment of
priorities creates less conflict of interest.

FIDUCIARY
Being a fiduciary requires that the advisor be legally obligated to act in your best interest,
putting your interests ahead of their own.

FIT
While this is more subjective in nature, to receive maximum value from this relationship you
should consider a few questions. Does this person have a deep understanding of the intricacies
that come with sudden wealth? Do they have expertise in dealing with your accelerated
financial trajectory? Are they willing to educate you on strategies in terms you understand? Do
they provide holistic planning? Can they be two steps ahead during your journey? Will you
enjoy working with them for a long time?

ALL ADVICE IS NOT CREATED EQUAL. WE BELIEVE THAT HAVING A DEEP
UNDERSTANDING OF A SPECIFIC NICHE PRODUCES BETTER ADVICE.

CONTACT US

CONTACT US

636.386.7652
Two CityPlace Drive 2nd Floor
Saint Louis, MO 63141

636.386.7653
Two CityPlace Drive 2nd Floor
Saint Louis, MO 63141

Jacob@jlswealth.com

Luke@jlswealth.com
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